Building Program

Route II
Architecture of Utility 1960s/70s

Route I
Bauhaus 1920s/30s

- Entrance hall/cloakroom: 400 sq m
- Toilets: 100 sq m
- Restaurant: 300 sq m
- Service space: 750 sq m
- Educational/event space: 800 sq m
- Exhibition space: 3,000 sq m
City Level Surrounding
and upper floors 1:500
City Level
floorplan 1:200

- Educational space +0.5 m
- Restaurant +0.5 m
- Open public space +/- 0.0 m
- Independent entrance to garden fragment
- Independent entrance to event space
- Delivery
- Water
- Grass
- basement
- open public space +/- 0.0 m
Building Climate
climate scheme and technology

A – A climate scheme section
B – B exhibition space basement section 1:20
Portal Frame Walk

A - portal frame walk with glazing outside so the timber is visible inside and glas reflects the outside surrounding

B - portal frame walk with glazing inside so the timber is visible from the outside

C-C opening glas roof detail 1:5

D-D fixed glas roof detail 1:5

vertical section 1:20

top view glas roof 1:20

top view glas roof 1:20

section and roof
A – portal frame walk with glazing outside so the timber is visible inside and glass reflects the outside surrounding

B – portal frame walk with glazing inside so the timber is visible from the outside
A – A elevation portal frame walk with building fragment / section of entrance hall and courtyard 1:50

section and elevation
Section Model
scale 1:100